The synthesis and photodecomposition behaviour of a family of CO releasing molecules (CORMs) based on [Mn(CO) 3 bpy] derivatives connected to a semiconductor Quantum Dot (QD) sensitizer is described here. Compared to the non-sensitized complexes, such systems show a 2 to 6-fold increase of the photodecomposition rate upon irradiation with visible light.
Since the discovery of the beneficial effects of carbon monoxide (CO) in mammalian physiology, substantial research efforts have been devoted to the development of CO releasing molecules (CORMs) as an alternative for safe and controlled delivery of the gas. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] Most of the CORMs known to date are tailored around transition metal complexes which are able to release CO by thermal activation or hydrolysis in biological media, but controlled and specific CO delivery may also be accomplished by endogenous (e.g., enzymatic reaction) [8] [9] [10] or exogenous triggering (e.g., photoexcitation). [11] [12] [13] The latter class of molecules, known as photoCORMs (i.e. photoactivated CORMs), allows spatial and temporal control over the CO release. Ideally the photoactivation profile of these molecules involves wavelengths in the visible region of the spectrum. This requirement is rarely realized and ultraviolet activation still plays a major role in photoCORMs. A strategy successfully applied to overcome this limitation entails the proper ligand/ coligand combination with concomitant extension of the principal ligand conjugation in order to modulate HOMO/LUMO energies and ultimately the MLCT band related to CO photorelease. [14] [15] [16] An alternative, yet unexplored, strategy may be the coupling of photoCORMs to semiconductor quantum dots (Fig. 1) . Semiconductor Quantum Dots (QDs) are a class of luminophores showing remarkable performances. Besides a high stability (in the presence of suitable capping units), they usually show luminescence quantum yields often close to unity and a strong molar extinction coefficient at every wavelength smaller than the band-gap. Moreover, their optical and electronic properties can be easily tuned with size during the synthesis. 17, 18 For these reasons, QDs have been extensively used for the realization of biological probes, sensitizers in solar cells and high performance optoelectronic devices. [19] [20] [21] [22] More recently, QDs have been applied as sensitizers for lightinduced release of biologically active molecules like NO and CS 2 . [23] [24] [25] [26] In this communication, we present the first example of QD-sensitized systems capable of releasing CO upon photoirradiation in the visible region of the spectrum. The reported systems are based on fac-[Mn(CO) 3 bpyBr] (bpy = 2,2′-bipyridine) derivatives. 27 Such complexes are known to generate CO upon irradiation in the UV region but show only poor performances at longer wavelengths. 28 In order to improve the CO release rate upon irradiation with visible light, Mn(I) complexes were connected to a QD, thus exploiting the remarkable absorption of semiconductor nanocrystals and their sensitizing capabilities. With the aim of exploring the influence of the QD-Mn distance and of the connecting unit on the sensitization efficiency, we designed a family of complexes in which the pristine [Mn(CO) 3 bpyBr] species is connected to the QD surface either via a carboxylic acid (1, 2) or a dithiocarbamate (3, 4) . 29 For each connecting unit, a complex bearing a phenylethynyl spacer (2, 4) or no spacer (1, 3) was prepared. The investigation of the photodecomposition behaviour of this family of Mn(I) complexes enabled us to define a general strategy to design QD-Mn systems with improved CO releasing performances upon irradiation with visible light (510 nm). All complexes were obtained upon reaction of suitable ligands with [Mn(CO) 5 Br]. Details about the synthesis of the ligands and of the complexes are given in the ESI. † CdSe/ZnS core/shell semiconductor quantum dots having a band-gap wavelength of 504 nm and an emission wavelength of 512 nm were synthesized according to literature procedures. 30 Furthermore, prior to connection with QDs, complexes 3 and 4 were reacted with CS 2 , thus converting the amino group into a dithiocarbamate, a functional group known to interact strongly with CdSe/ZnS core/shell quantum dots. 31 Although less Conversely, all other complexes only show a decrease of their absorption bands upon photoirradiation. The UV-Vis absorption spectra of the QD-Mn aggregates are an admixture of the absorption spectra of the two components. For instance, in the absorption spectrum of QD-4, besides the maximum located at 504 nm (belonging to the QD), two shoulders located at 437 nm and at 383 nm were observed together with a maximum centered at 301 nm (Fig. 2) . As expected, these signals are very close to the bands observed for complex 4. Generally speaking, upon photoirradiation at 510 nm, all the QD-Mn aggregates show a decrease of the high energy bands, whilst the maximum located at 504 nm (band-gap transition of the QD) remains basically unchanged, due to the photostability of the QD. More in detail, in the case of 4 a decrease of the shoulders at 437 nm and 383 nm and the emergence of a new maximum at 343 nm are observed. An isosbestic point is also observed at 360 nm. The similarities observed between the light-induced spectral changes of QD-4 and the unmodified complex suggest that the same process is taking place, i.e. the photodegradation of the Mn(I) species. Evidence of CO release upon irradiation was obtained by performing the myoglobin test (see the ESI †). To evaluate the rate of photodecomposition, a kinetic analysis was performed recording the UV-Vis spectra after different irradiation times (Fig. 3) . Upon irradiation at 510 nm, all species show a first order photodegradation kinetic, although with different rate constants and half-lives. Kinetic data are given in Table 1 . Generally speaking, complexes 1-4 show shorter decomposition half-lives t 1/2 (i.e. a faster photodecomposition) with respect to the pristine [Mn(CO) 3 bpyBr] complex. This effect corresponds to an augmentation of the decomposition constant k dec up to a factor of 6 and is likely due to the higher absorption shown by the studied complexes in the excitation region (510 nm). More interestingly, upon connection with QDs, the complexes show a further decrease of their decomposition half-lives. The complexes bearing no spacers (i.e. 1 and 3) show the most prominent acceleration of their decomposition kinetics: upon connection with the QD, the decomposition half-life is decreased by a factor of 2, in the case of 1, and by a factor of 6, in the case of 3. These values are in line with the results reported by Ford et al. concerning NO-sensitized emission of 
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This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015 non-optimised systems based on QDs. 23, 25 A 2-fold half-life decrease is also observed for complex 2, bearing a 0.5 nm spacer, whilst complex 4 shows negligible decrease. The calculated kinetic constants and half-lives are summarized in Table 1 . Since first order kinetics do not depend on the initial concentration of the reagent (i.e. on the different amounts of Mn(I) complexes connected to the QD), the observed differences are attributable to a different sensitization efficiency. To obtain more information concerning the processes taking place in the systems, the quenching of QD luminescence was studied with time-resolved fluorimetry. The results of these investigations are summarised in Table 1 . A multicomponent decay is typically observed for QDs. 23 In fact, in our samples all decays can be fitted with a three components exponential equation. All the conjugated systems show a pronounced quenching: the quenching constants k q normalised taking into account the number of Mn(I) complexes present on the QD (see the ESI †) are equal to 2.7 × 10 7 s −1 and 1.1 × 10 7 s −1 for QD-1 and QD-2 respectively. 24 Conversely, the normalised quenching constants calculated for QD-3 and QD-4 are equal to 1.1 × 10 7 s −1 and 1.2 × 10 7 s −1 respectively. To obtain a preliminary evaluation of the quenching mechanism (namely energy or electron transfer), the Mn(I) complex absorption/QD emission overlapping integral ( J) was calculated (see the ESI †).
In the case of the pair QD-1/QD-2, the trend of the quenching constant is not connected to the value of J (which actually increases passing from QD-1 to QD-2). However, the observed k q trend is qualitatively in line with the expected reduction of both energy and electron transfer efficiency induced by the introduction of a 0.5 nm spacer in QD-2 with respect to QD-1. 32 The changes observed in the photodecomposition kinetic constants are proportional to the variations observed in the quenching constant. However, on the basis of the available data, it is not possible to discriminate between the two processes, which could both be efficient for Mn(I) sensitization. 33 In the case of the pair QD-3/QD-4, basically the same k q is observed, in spite of the introduction of the spacer and the decrease of J passing from QD-3 to QD-4. We have interpreted these surprising results in terms of an energy or electron transfer taking place between the QD and the dithiocarbamate moiety of the complex. Such hypothesis is corroborated by previous studies, in which an emission quenching, due to a charge transfer, was observed in CdSe QDs functionalised with aromatic moieties bearing dithiocarbamate groups. 34 In the case of QD-3 and QD-4 the observed variation of photodecomposition constant is not related to the quenching constant. This would suggest the presence of another process (e.g. a two-step energy or electron transfer) taking place in such systems and not accessible to time-resolved fluorimetry. Further studies involving transient absorption spectroscopy are currently ongoing, aimed at a complete elucidation of the sensitization mechanism.
Conclusions
In conclusion, we have reported here the first examples of QDsensitized CO releasing systems based on a CdSe/ZnS core/ shell quantum dot connected to Mn(I) complexes. Compared to non-sensitized complexes, such systems show a 2 to 6-fold increase of their photodecomposition rate upon irradiation at 510 nm. The reported systems constitute a proof of principle of the possibility of exploiting the remarkable optical properties of semiconductor QDs to improve the CO releasing rate of CORMs. We are currently studying the sensitization mechanism in order to design new systems with optimised properties and higher CO releasing efficiency. 
